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R.G.Hardie & Co.
http://www.rghardie.co.uk/

R.G.Hardie & Co are manufacturers of the world's finest bagpipes and chanters ... This unique bagpipe
combines master craftsmanship and innovation to bring ...
RG Hardie & Co are manufacturers and suppliers of Highland Bagpipes, Piping Accessories and Pipe Band Highland wear. Our extensive product range includes
Peter Henderson Bagpipes and the World Famous Airtight Seasoning for Leather Pipe Bags. RG Hardie was formed in 1950, since 1972 incorporating Peter
Henderson Ltd established 1868. Over 100 years dedicated to making the finest highland bagpipes in the world.Located at the centre of the Piping world in Scotland,
Hardies prides itself on handcrafting bagpipes from the finest African Blackwood with attention to detail at every stage of the process. The company manufactures
the St Kilda bagpipes, a modern brand already established as a premium quality instrument. This unique bagpipe combines master craftsmanship and innovation.RG
Hardie & Co. is part of the St Kilda Group, that includes Gaelic Themes and St Kilda Retail, which recently made a major impact on the Pipe Band World by
sponsoring the Four Time World Champions Field Marshal Montgomery Pipe Band. This ensures Hardies will remain at the cutting edge of bagpipe craftsmanship
and will deliver World Championship winning service.Peter Henderson bagpipes, hand crafted from the finest african blackwood, are the most sought after
instrument in the world. Their unique sound and tonal qualities ensure Pipers of all abilities aspire to own a set of Henderson bagpipes. Available in a number of
exclusive designs in silver and nickel, they are crafted by the RG Hardie & Co. team with over 40 years experience.
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